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 3 August 2008: those expecting to attend are now being kept informed of developments by a 
series of email bulletins. If you’re expecting to attend, but have not received the first of these 
bulletins, please inform Raymond Lister, raymond@it.uts.edu.au. 
 3 August 2008: registration costs have been announced – see link at left. The registration 
website will go live soon. 
 2 August 2008: non-Australian citizens travelling to Australia need to apply for an Electronic 
Travel Authority (ETA). If you use a travel agent to book your plane ticket, they can/will do this 
for you, often for no additional charge. If you buy a plane ticket over the web, you may need 
to do this yourself. You can do this quickly and easily on the web by going to 
http://www.eta.immi.gov.au/. Doing so through that government web site will cost $Aus20, 
which is charged to your credit card. Some private web sites can also do the same, but for a 
higher fee. Normal service for an ETA takes less than 12 hours. Note that there may be some 
countries for which Australia requires a full visa, and not just an ETA. Check with your local 
Australian consulate. 
 2 July 2008: list of accepted papers posted. See link at left. 
 20 Jun 2008: decisions made, acceptance and rejection emails sent. 
 13 Jun 2008: the NSF travel grant details are now available. See link at left. 
 9 Jun 2008: the keynote speaker has been announced. See link at left. 
 9 Jun 2008: the chairs are on track to notify authors by 20 June. 
 7 May 2008: submissions have now closed, and the process of allocating reviewers to papers 
has begun. 
 29 Apr 2008: the NSF will offer 10 $2K travel grants to US authors, with a priority system 
giving precedence, for example, to authors who have never attended ICER before. 
Application forms should appear here soon. 
 27 Apr 2008: submission deadline extended to 5 May, with the possibility of a further week’s 
extension to 12 May. 
 27 Apr 2008: application deadline for doctoral consortium is 5 May. 
 27 Apr 2008: preliminary accommodation information posted. 
 3 Mar 2008: the NSF will support travel to ICER 2008 by US authors. Details will appear on 
this website when they have been clarified. 
 17 Feb 2008: this website goes live. 
 29 Jan 2008: call for papers issued. 
General introduction 
Computing education, as a research discipline, is the study of how people come to understand 
computational processes and devices, and of how to improve that understanding. As computation 
becomes ubiquitous in our world, understanding of computing in order to design, structure, maintain, 
and utilize these technologies becomes increasingly important – both for the technology professional 
and for the technologically literate citizen. The research study of how the understanding of 
computation develops, and of how to improve that understanding, is critically important for the 
technology-dependent societies in which we live. 
Learning: Computing education is naturally concerned with how students make sense of 
computational processes and devices in formal education, including primary, secondary, and post-
secondary institutions. Computing education also goes beyond formal education. What do adults 
understand about computation, and how do they come to that understanding? What do children 
understand about computation given their limited conceptions of time, process, and agency, and how 
does that affect their later formal learning about computation? 
Instruction: Learning may be enhanced or impeded by instruction. Educators bring instructional 
methods, formal or informal theories, and values to specific learning environments and situations. As 
researchers we explore the educator’s role in the learning process – whether that educator is a 
teacher, near-peer, remote resource or the computer itself. 
Computing Education Research employs methodologies from many fields, including psychology, 
education, anthropology and statistics. As a consequence, research is frequently characterized by a 
diversity of methodological approaches; these may be applied directly, or may be combined and 
modified to suit the particular cross-disciplinary questions that we ask. 
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Call for papers 
The Fourth International Computing Education Research Workshop (ICER 2008) will be held in 
Sydney, Australia, on Saturday 6 September and Sunday 7 September 2008 . 
The NSF will support travel to ICER 2008 by some US authors. Details will appear on this website 
when they have been clarified. 
Computing education research is the study of how people come to understand computational 
processes and devices, and how to improve that understanding. As computation becomes ubiquitous 
in our world, the understanding of computing in order to design, structure, maintain, and utilize these 
technologies becomes increasingly important – both for the technology professional, and also for the 
technologically literate citizen. The study of how an understanding of computation develops, and how 
to improve that understanding, is critically important for the technology-dependent societies in which 
we live. The International Computing Education Research (ICER) Workshop aims at gathering high-
quality contributions to the computing education research discipline. Papers for the ICER workshop 
will be peer-reviewed and should, as appropriate, display: 
 A clear theoretical basis, drawing on existing literature in computing education or related 
disciplines 
 A strong empirical basis, drawing on relevant research methods. Papers that re-interpret and 
explain others’ empirical results are welcome. 
 An explication of the paper’s impact on, and contribution to, existing knowledge about 
computing education. 
Submissions are invited for papers. Papers should be no more than 12 pages long, but significantly 
shorter papers are also welcome. 
The last date for submissions has been extended from Thursday 1 May 2008 to Monday 5 May 2008 
at 5pm US Pacific Daylight Time. A further extension to Monday 12 May can be granted, but is not 
automatic. See the Submission for review page to see how to take advantage of this offer. Papers 
cannot be accepted after Monday 12 May. 
Authors should note the Formatting requirements and Submission for review pages, accessible from 
the menu at the left. 
A Doctoral Consortium will be held the day prior to ICER 2008, on Friday September 5. 
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Accepted papers 
ICER 2008: presented papers 
The following papers were presented at ICER 2008. The pdfs are no longer available for download 
here, as they are now part of the official published proceedings. 
Keynote address – Professor John Sweller. Evolutionary bases of human cognitive architecture: 
implications for computing education. 
Andrew Begel and Beth Simon. Novice Software Developers, All Over Again 
Jens Bennedsen and Michael Caspersen. Abstraction Ability as an Indicator of Success for Learning 
Computing Science? 
Jonas Boustedt. A Methodology for Exploring Students' Experiences and Interaction with Large-scale 
Software through Role-play and Phenomenography 
Donald Chinn and Tammy VanDeGrift. Gender and Diversity in Hiring Software Professionals: What 
Do Students Say? 
Paul Denny, John Hamer, Andrew Luxton-Reilly and Helen Purchase. PeerWise: Students Sharing 
their Multiple Choice Questions 
Geoffrey L. Herman, Lisa Kaczmarczyk, Michael C. Loui and Craig Zilles. Proof by Incomplete 
Enumeration and Other Logical Misconceptions 
Michael Hewner and Mark Guzdial. Attitudes about Computing in Postsecondary Graduates 
Päivi Kinnunen and Lauri Malmi. CS Minors in a CS1 Course 
Tracy L. Lewis, Wanda J. Smith, France Bélanger and K. Vernard Harrington. Are Technical and Soft 
Skills Required? The Use of Structural Equation Modeling to Examine Factors Leading to Retention in 
the CS Major 
Mike Lopez, Jacqueline Whalley, Phil Robbins and Raymond Lister. Relationships between reading, 
tracing and writing skills in introductory programming 
Paul Denny, Andrew Luxton-Reilly and Beth Simon. Evaluating a New Exam Question: Parsons 
Problems 
Jan Erik Moström, Jonas Boustedt, Anna Eckerdal, Robert McCartney, Kate Sanders, Lynda Thomas 
and Carol Zander. Concrete Examples of Abstraction as Manifested in Students' Transformative 
Experiences 
Kate Sanders, Brad Richards, Jan Erik Moström, Vicki Almstrum, Stephen Edwards, Sally Fincher, 
Kat Gunion, Mark Hall, Brian Hanks, Stephen Lonergan, Robert McCartney, Briana Morrison, Jaime 
Spacco and Lynda Thomas. DCER: sharing empirical computer science education data 
Carsten Schulte. Block Model – an Educational Model of Program Comprehension as a Tool for a 
Scholarly Approach to Teaching 
Simon, Angela Carbone, Michael de Raadt, Raymond Lister, Margaret Hamilton and Judy Sheard. 
Classifying Computing Education Papers: Process and Results 
Beth Simon, Brian Hanks, Laurie Murphy, Sue Fitzgerald, Renée McCauley, Lynda Thomas and 
Carol Zander. Saying Isn't Necessarily Believing: Influencing Self-theories in Computing 
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 About 
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Committee 
ICER 2008 chairs 
Raymond Lister, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia 
Michael Caspersen, University of Aarhus, Denmark 
Michael Clancy, University of California, Berkeley, USA 
Local arrangements administrator 
Simon, University of Newcastle, Australia 
Program committee 
Carl Alphonce, University at Buffalo, State University of New York, USA 
Richard Anderson, University of Washington, Seattle, USA 
Andy Begel, Microsoft Research, Redmond, USA 
Mordechai Ben-Ari, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 
Andrew Bernat, Computing Research Association, DC, USA 
Tony Clear, Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand 
Sally Fincher, University of Kent at Canterbury, UK 
David Ginat, Tel Aviv University, Israel 
Mark Guzdial, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA 
Chris Hundhausen, Washington State University, USA 
Lauri Malmi, Helsinki University of Technology, Finland 
Arnold Pears, Uppsala University, Sweden 
Jorma Sajaniemi, University of Joensuu, Finland 
Carsten Schulte, Free University Berlin, Germany 
Judy Sheard, Monash University, Melbourne, Australia 
Beth Simon, University of California, San Diego, USA 
Josh Tenenberg, University of Washington, Tacoma, USA 
Susan Wiedenbeck, Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA 
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